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Abstract 

Detection and classification of weightlifting anomalies is important to prevent the risk of inflicting 

injury and to maximise the effect of the weightlifting exercises.  During COVID-19 pandemic, going 

to the gymnasium is not possible.  Thus, for those who have the necessary weightlifting equipment at 

home but no instructor, having automatic anomalies detection is beneficial.  Although, weightlifting 

form recognition or anomalies detection often require utilisation of external sensors or hardware such 

as motion and kinetic sensors to produce accurate feedback for the user, not many have access to 

these external requirements. Thus, the objective of this research is to develop a prototype that is 

capable of providing feedback on the correctness of weightlifting technique execution using computer 

vision by implementing deep learning method.  One of the popular deep learning methods for 

detection and recognition is You Only Look Once version (YOLO).  Since there is no publicly 

available dataset for training and testing purposes, videos and images on weightlifting are searched 

and extracted from the Internet. 387 static images were collected with 219 images for normal forms 

and 134 images for abnormal forms.  A confidence score in the range between 0.8 and 0.9 has been 

achieved during testing.  Even though the performance produced is not high which is mainly due to 

the size of the training data, it can still serve as a foundation for future implementation for identifying 

weightlifter’s technique execution and help to maximize the exercises. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Weightlifting is a challenging physical sport as 

it demands extreme technique and posture 

movement to properly execute its exercise 

(Henoch, 2017).  This sport requires an 

explosive force generation to lift the barbell 

from the floor to its successful overhead and 

arms locked-out position. The snatch part 

involves a single movement to bring the barbell 

to the final position whereas the clean and jerk 

consists of two-part movement to lift the barbell 

to its final overhead position. There is no 

special trick involved in perfecting and 

mastering the techniques, only constant 

exposure, and practise in the arts.  These 

exercises are called complex lifts that consist of 

several consecutive movements attached 

together to form one uniform action (Nagao, 

2019; Mastalerz, 2019). 

Training is essential in weightlifting to develop 

techniques that allow athletes to incrementally 

lift heavier weights. To incorporate the best 

possible technique, specialists isolate and 

correct the errors in techniques that may hinder 

performance and increase the risk of injury. 

Weightlifting is considered as one of the most 

injury prone training methodology due to 

applying improper techniques of lifting the 

weights (Yasser, 2019). 
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The risks prevalent to weightlifting include 

factors such as unsuitable environment, lack of 

proper equipment, excessively fatigued training 

methods, poor technique execution, excessive 

load, and volume of training methods, 

incorporating limited rest intervals and 

recovery, and lack of supervision from qualified 

person (Woods, 2019).  In weight training, a 

correct exercise execution is critical for 

maximizing its effectiveness and for 

eliminating injury risks. However, given the 

complexity of these movements, it is a 

challenge for beginners to be aware whether 

they are performing the exercise the correct 

way or not (Kowsar, 2016). 

A major obstacle of monitoring weightlifting 

exercises in an automated manner is the 

complexity and high number of degrees-of-

freedom of human movement which implies the 

huge number of possible mistakes for any given 

exercise (Kowsar, 2016).  There are 

applications that can capture and evaluate 

weightlifting performance but requires the aid 

of external sensors or other hardware 

requirements to perform their task such as Your 

Next Personal Trainer (Garcia, 2015).  But not 

many have access to such requirements. 

Therefore, this research proposes to develop a 

prototype that is capable of the same task while 

being fully software-based and only utilising 

computer vision. 

This paper evaluates an individual’s 

weightlifting form and identifies anomalies 

through video inputs. There are various types of 

weightlifting exercises, however for this project 

the exercises are narrowed down to four 

variations, namely barbell back squat, dead lift, 

barbell overhead press and barbell row. Since a 

publicly available dataset for training and 

testing purposes is not available, this research 

creates its own dataset that are extracted from 

the Internet and social media platform, such as 

YouTube and Instagram. The frames from the 

videos were extracted at the rate of 1 frame per 

second (FPS) and utilised as the dataset for 

training and testing. The total data gathered for 

training is 387 images, with 219 images for 

normal forms (164 for training and 55 for 

testing) while 168 images for abnormal forms 

(134 for training and 34 for testing). The labels 

used are correct and incorrect which represent 

correct and incorrect form, respectively.  To test 

the functionality aspect of YOLOv4 detection 

and classification performance, six videos of a 

person performing weightlifting in a 

gymnasium with varying durations under 

different views and gender were used. 

 

II. METHODS 

Object detection draws a bounding box around 

the object of interest in an image while object 

classification assigns the detected object a class 

label. There are various types of deep learning 

methods that can be applied for object detection 

and classification that are Region-based 

Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN), 

Faster R-CNN, and You Only Look Once 

(YOLO). 

R-CNN was first proposed by Ross Girshick 

and his team back in 2015 to tackle the problem 

of object localization and scarcity of training 

data that was present in the previous 

architecture (Girshick, 2015).  R-CNN consists 

of three modules: 

i.The first module generates region proposals that 

are independent to categorization. 

ii.The second module extracts feature vector from 

proposed regions by using a convolutional 

network. 

iii.The third module is a set of linear Support 

Vector Machines (SVM). 

Figure 1 provides an overview of how R-CNN 

performs object detection and classification. It 

proposes region of interest from the input image 

and extract it to feed the CNN features for 

classification. 

 
Figure 1 – Overview of R-CNN 

Source: (GIRSHICK, 2015). 
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Although R-CNN achieves excellent object 

detection accuracy, it also has considerable 

drawbacks as a trade-off (Bao, 2016) that is as 

follows: 

i.Training is a multi-stage pipeline. 

ii.Training is expensive in terms of space and 

time. 

iii.Detection of object is too slow. 

To eliminate these deficiencies, Ross Girshick 

proposed an improved version of R-CNN, 

named Faster R-CNN (Girshick, 2015).  Faster 

R-CNN introduces Region Proposal Network 

(RPN) which enables near cost-free regional 

proposals. RPN is a fully convolutional network 

that can produce object bounds prediction and 

object scores at each position concurrently 

(Ren, 2015). Figure 2 illustrates the architecture 

of Faster R-CNN.  Faster R-CNN does have 

limitation for detecting small objects in images 

where large and small objects are intermixed 

causing low detection performance (Cheol-Roh, 

2017).   

 
Figure2 – Faster R-CNN architecture 

Source: (Redmond, 2016). 

YOLO performs object detection by framing 

object detection as a regression problem to 

spatially separated bounding boxes and 

auxiliary class probabilities. In comparison to 

prevalent state-of-the-art detection systems, 

YOLO tends to produce more localization-

related errors but in return it is less likely to 

predict false positives on the background 

(Shinde, 2018).  Figure 3 briefly shows how 

YOLO performs its detection. 

 
Figure 3 – YOLO detection system 

Source: (SHINDE, 2018). 

Rather than implementing a two-step method 

for classification and localization of object like 

conventional CNN-based detectors, YOLO only 

applies a single CNN for both classification and 

localization of the object. YOLO is also capable 

of processing images at about 40-90 Frames Per 

Second (FPS) meaning streaming video can be 

processed in real-time with negligible latency in 

a few milliseconds (Cao, 2019).   Since YOLO 

is a one-stage algorithm that combines both 

target location and target recognition into a 

singular end-to-end detection process 

altogether, it can afford to take into account 

both speed and accuracy (Dixit, 2019).  

YOLOv2 (also known as YOLO9000) executes 

at different sizes, giving a trade-off between 

speed and accuracy. It is a significant upgrade 

from its predecessor due to the implementation 

of features such as batch normalization, high 

resolution classifier and convolutional with 

anchor boxes. YOLOv2 manages to achieve 

78.6 mean Average Precision (mAP) at 40 FPS, 

significantly outperforming Faster R-CNN.  

YOLOv2 utilizes Darknet-19 model as its 

backbone architecture (Shinde, 2018).  

YOLOv3 utilizes a new network that combines 

Darknet-19 and a residual network for feature 

extraction purposes. The new network is called 

Darknet-53 because it has 53 convolutional 

layers (Redmond, 2018). YOLOv3 differs from 

its predecessor YOLOv2 by achieving object 

score prediction for each bounding box using 

logistic regression instead of using dimension 

clusters as an anchor box.  If a prior bounding 

box is not assigned to an object, it incurs no 

loss for coordinate or class predictions, 

jeopardizing only object scores (Bochkovskiy, 

2020).  Figure 4 shows a sample of bounding 

box prediction using logistic regression. 
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Figure 4 – Bounding boxes with dimension 

and location prediction for YOLOv3 

Source: (Bochkovskiy, 2020). 

YOLOv4 was chosen as the approach for this 

project since detecting weightlifting 

performance needs to provide near 

instantaneous feedback as its functional aspect 

since it is faster than its predecessor 

(Bochkovskiy, 2020). YOLOv4 consists of 

three main components that are the backbone 

which is the CSPDarknet53 (Wang et. al. 2020), 

the neck which is the Spatial Pyramid Pooling 

(SPP) (He, 2015) and the head which is 

YOLOv3.  Figure 5 illustrates the components 

of YOLOv4.SPP works by dividing the feature 

maps output by the last layer of CSPDarknet53 

into several spatial bins with sizes proportional 

to the image size.  The head part performs the 

detection of the bounding box that consists of 

two sub-components that are one-stage detector 

and two-stage detector.  

 
Figure 5 – The main components of YOLOv4 

Source: (Bochkovskiy, 2020). 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to train YOLOv4 to detect 

weightlifting form anomalies, firstly the pre-

trained model, CSPDarknet-53, is loaded to 

initialise the parameters for the feature 

extraction network.  Each epoch will be divided 

into 64 batches and each batch size was set to 

4000 iterations. The initial learning rate for the 

training is set to 0.01 and the initial network 

size is set to 416 on both width and height for 

the input image. These configurations will 

affect the overall training time along with 

model accuracy and will be changed 

accordingly to produce the best model for 

detection purposes, based on mean average 

precision (mAP) as the detection evaluation 

criteria. Once the training process has 

completed, a video stream is used as input and 

each frame of the video is converted to an 

image for detection and classification. Each of 

the image is passed as parameter for the 

localisation of bounding boxes and 

classification method which will plot the 

bounding boxes on the output image and 

perform classification of the object within the 

bounding box.   

The dataset was repeatedly trained by fine-

tuning different configurations including pre-

trained weights, network size and learning rate 

to identify the best possible model for detection 

and classification. A total of 8 experiments have 

been conducted using different values of a few 

hyper-parameters namely learning rate and 

network size during training to identify the best 

possible model for detection using mean 

average precision.  Precision is defined as the 

following equation: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

=  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

 

where True Positive is the correctly predicted 

class for the object, False Positive is the 

incorrectly predicted class for the object.  

Average Precision is the average precision 

score across the training. Mean Average 

Precision (mAP) is the mean of the Average 

Precision score gathered from the training 

phase. The formula for mAP is as follows (N 

represents the number of classes) as follows. 

 

𝑚𝐴𝑃 =  
1

𝑁
∑ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

From these experiments, there are certain trends 

that can be observed. For example, increasing 
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the network size gradually from 256x256 to 

512x512 while retaining the original learning 

rate of 0.001 using the original CSPDarknet54 

pre-trained weights, the mAP fluctuates.  On 

the other hand, applying learning rate of 0.01 

with network size of 512x512 seems to achieve 

the highest mAP which is 0.57.  Henceforth, the 

testing process utilizes this model for detection 

and classification. Table 1 shows the 

experimental results with different network size 

and learning rate during the training phase. 

The detection and classification performance 

during the testing phase is evaluated using the 

confidence score computed as follows: 

 

confidence score = box confidence score * 

conditional class probability 

 

where  

box confidence score = Pr(object)* IoU 

conditional class probability = Pr(classi|object) 

Pr(object) is the probability the box contains an 

object 

IoU (Intersection Over Union) between the 

predicted box and the ground truth 

Pr(classi) is the probability the object belongs to 

classi 

Table 1 – Results from experiments with YOLOv4 during training phase

The testing phase involves various scenarios to 

examine the robustness of YOLOv4 model.  

The first phase of the test was to test the 

detection capabilities of YOLOv4 for a single 

individual (male) from the side view. The 1sttest 

of this phase was conducted by using a video 

demonstration of an incorrect execution of 

deadlifting technique.  The prototype managed 

to predict and detect the individual’s form 

correctly as ‘incorrect’ class with high level of 

confidence score within the range of 0.8 and 

0.9. The time taken for detection feedback for 

the video is 5.17 seconds.   

The 2ndtest of this phase was conducted by 

using a video demonstration of an incorrect 

execution of barbell row technique.  The 

prototype managed to detect and classify the 

individual’s form correctly as ‘incorrect’ class 

most of the time with high level of confidence 

score within the range of 0.8 and 0.9. The time 

taken for detection and classification feedback 

for the video is 5.24 seconds. 

The second phase of testing was to test the 

capabilities of YOLOv4 to detect and recognize 

female individual(s) from the side view.  The 

1sttest of this phase was conducted by using a 

video demonstration of two female individuals 

executing both correct and incorrect execution 

of barbell overhead press technique. The 

prototype however only managed to detect and 

correctly predict the left female’s form as 

‘incorrect’ class with varying level of 

confidence score within 0.8 to 0.9 while failing 

to detect the second individual.  The time taken 

for detection feedback for the video is 5.05 

seconds. 

The 2nd test of this phase was conducted by 

using video demonstration of an incorrect 

execution of barbell back squat by a female 

individual. The prototype again predicted both 

‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ class for the 

individual’s form, with mostly ‘incorrect’ class 

was predicted with confidence score is around 

0.8. In this video, the prototype detected and 
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classifies the second individual and classifies it 

as ‘incorrect’.  The time taken for detection 

feedback for this video is 5.37 seconds. 

The third phase of testing involves testing the 

detection and classification capabilities of 

YOLOv4 with the individual(s) located in 

different angles.  The 1st test in this phase was 

conducted by using a video demonstration of an 

individual executing a correct execution of 

barbell overhead press technique. In the initial 

angle, the prototype managed to correctly detect 

and classify the individual’s form as ‘correct 

class’ with an acceptable confidence score of 

0.67. Once the view angle transitioned to 

another angle, the confidence score for the 

‘correct’ class can be observed decreasing 

significantly and at one point incorrectly 

classified as ‘incorrect’ class. The prototype 

manages to detect all the three objects in the 

video. The time taken for detection feedback for 

this video is 4.98 seconds. 

The 2nd test in this phase is conducted by using 

a video demonstration of correct barbell back 

squat technique execution. Initially, the 

prototype correctly detected and classify the 

individual’s form as ‘correct’ with confidence 

score of 0.92, but wrongly classified the 

individual’s form as ‘incorrect’ in certain 

frames. Once the angle transitioned to another 

value, the prototype managed to correctly 

predict the individual’s form as ‘correct’, but 

the confidence score can be observed 

significantly drop from 0.92 percent to only 

0.53 percent.  The time taken for detection 

feedback for this video is 5.17 seconds. 

Table 2 – Video Testing Results 

Phase Test Results 

1st phase – video of 

single individual 

(male) from the side 

view 

1st test - video demonstration of an 

individual executing a correct 

execution of barbell overhead press 

technique 

Max confidence score – 0.9 

Detection feedback – 5.17 

second(s) 

2nd test - video demonstration of an 

incorrect execution of barbell row 

technique. 

Max confidence score – 0.9 

Detection feedback – 5.24 

second(s) 

2nd phase – video of 

female individual(s) 

from the side view. 

1st test – video demonstration of two 

female individuals executing both 

correct and incorrect execution of 

barbell overhead press technique. 

Max confidence score – 0.9 

Detection feedback – 5.05 

second(s) 

2nd test - video demonstration of an 

incorrect execution of barbell back 

squat by a female individual. 

Max confidence score – 

around 0.8 

Detection feedback – 5.37 

second(s) 

3rd phase – video of 

individual(s) located 

in different angles.   

1st test - video demonstration of an 

individual executing a correct 

execution of barbell overhead press 

technique 

Max confidence score – 0.67 

Detection feedback – 4.98 

second(s) 

2nd test - video demonstration of 

correct barbell back squat technique 

execution. 

Max confidence score – 0.92 

Detection feedback – 5.17 

second(s) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this project is to 

investigate the robustness of YOLOv4 to detect 

and classify weightlifting form anomalies from 

videos. The experiments indicate that YOLOv4 

produces a high detection speed capabilities 

averaging at five seconds for each of the video 

used during testing.  It manages to detect and 

classifies single and multiple objects in a video 

from different views.  On the other hand, the 

low mAP during training and confidence score 
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during testing is due to the small size of the 

dataset.  But it still has the potential to help 

inexperienced or novice individuals to identify 

mistakes in weightlifting form or pose and 

improve their techniques gradually.  This 

prototype does not require any additional 

hardware to perform the detection and 

recognition.  Future work includes increase the 

size of the dataset and investigates other 

detection and classification method like Single 

Shot Detector (SSD). 
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